Toys

Story telling Board
Indian HistoryThere are multiple stories of historical places ,Shivaji
Maharaj ,Sita Haran by Ravan etc.
About ToyIn this toy we can set any story in the background image and
then main characters are moving with the help of thread
and rolling mechanism.
Reference
https://in.pinterest.com/pin/23010648085537843/

Remote Controlled Rath
Indian RathRath means car made from wood with wheels. The Rath may be driven
manually by rope, pulled by horses or elephants. In Indian most people used
Rath for travelling and during war.

About ToyIn this toy students can make a “Rath” from wooden/plastic material. This
rath is remote operated and it is having some defence mechanisms.
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Game

Dhnurvidya Abhyas
Relation to Indian Value/History:
From the Vedic period, the use of bow and arrow is recorded remarkably. The bow and
arrow remind us of Arjuna from ‘Mahabharata’ and Ram from ‘Ramayana’.

A)

B) Game structure:
The game “Dhanurvidya Abhyas” is designed by taking reference of our Indian Culture.
Here in this game, we are replacing arrow with the laser and the aim board is replaced by the
laser detector. In ancient Archery game the prince uses to shoot the aim board by using his
bow and arrow. Similarly, in this game, we have to shoot the demon structure by using the
laser gun.
C) How to play Dhanurvidya Abhyas game:
There will be some demon structure arranged in a series. One of these demon structures
will stand up one by one randomly for a short period of time (5 sec). In this short period of
time the player has to shoot the demon structure with the laser gun. Once the player shoots
the demon, the demon structure goes down back to its position.
D) Challenges:
1)When a player is successful in shooting the demon, he will get the point.
2) In the given time, if the players fail to shoot the demon or miss the aim, he will lose and the
game will end.

Chakravyuha
Chakravyuha is computer controlled Board Game
The enemy has lost but for the one last fort. If this fort is won the your King gets the
control over Hastinapur. The enemy has created a Chakravyuh around the last fort.
There is only one way in and one way out.
Your challenge is to enter the Chakravyuh, reach to the center, put Indraprastha flag
at the fort and come out of the Chakravyuha. Only one person can enter the
chakravyuh and the threat to your life is enormous.
How to play
1)Play the die on the computer. The computer will generate a number and tell your
cell position
2. Every cell is differently color coded.
3. For every cell there are set of question cards. As you reach the cell, the computer
will tell which question to be answered.
4. Depending on your answer, Reward or Punishment will be granted. Reward &
Punishment vary from cell to cell.
5. As you enter inner circles, the complexity of question increases. If you answer 3
consecutive answer incorrectly, you die.
6. Innermost circle is time-bound mode. Any wrong answer or lapse of time will kill
you.

Indian Medicinal plants
Snakes ladders
Snakes and Ladders, known originally as Moksha Patam, is an ancient Indian board game for two or
more players regarded today as a worldwide classic. It is played on a game board with numbered, gridded
squares. A number of "ladders" and "snakes" are pictured on the board, each connecting two specific board
squares. The object of the game is to navigate one's game piece, according to die rolls, from the start (bottom
square) to the finish (top square), helped by climbing ladders but hindered by falling down snakes. The game is
a simple race based on sheer luck.
Game structure:
We have taken idea from Snake and ladder game. In the grid, instead of numbers we will provide information
about 100 Indian medicinal plants. We will try to add its Indian historical or mythological values.
How to play?
Game will start at start point with dice. Snake will represent plants which are toxic, exotic and harmful for
animals. Ladder will depict most medicinal and useful plants. In each square there will be information about
one Indian medicinal plant.
Challenge for you?
Who will be the winner its game of chance. What can be done to avoid snake and reach to ladder

Board Kho-Kho
1) Relation to Indian game:
Kho- Kho is a quintessentially an Indian Field Game which is played all over
the subcontinent. You need presence of mind, speed and agility to play this
game.
2) Game structure and how to play
In this Board Game one side has Red coins and the other side has Blue
coins. The arrangement of the Board is also like Kho-Kho field. The rules of
the game are also similar to actual Kho-Kho.
The movement of the coins is decided by throw of dice. The dice are
thrown alternately by the teams.
3) Challenges
Each team is given 20 chances to throw the dice.
The team which “Outs” maximum number of opponent’s coins wins the
game.

Project

Sheesh Mahal
History
Mirrors and glasses are some of the most important discoveries of the human kind.
Rajasthan and Gujarat, are credited with introducing the world to innovative methods of
using mirrors. The intricate mirror work used in decorating walls, such as the hall of mirrors
or “Sheesh Mahal" at the Amber Fort in Jaipur, is widely known. The purpose of multiple
mirrors, was to create endless images of the deities - showing that God was omnipresent.
Taking idea from this can we imagine using Mirrors one can design a project where there is
an object & its image. The image will be so placed that the observer (situated at the
entrance) will see multiple images of the object. The concept of multiple reflections by
using multiple mirrors and changing the position of one mirror with respect to other
mirrors can help in this project. The object can be considered can be seen as “host” & he
will give out multiple images to the enemy. The enemy will be confused as it shall see far
numbers of host army & will not be able to locate the exact position of the host soldier.
What to do
1. Construct a model Fort with a hard board. Take two mirrors and place them together
with the shiny sides facing one another. Tape them along the side to form a hinged
door. The mirrors should be able to open freely like a book. Keep this assembly in the
middle of your fort.
2. Place the hinged mirrors at each of these angles and put an toy figure between them
as close to the mirrors as possible.
3. Count the number of images you see. Look for multiple images & try to spot where the
toy figure actually resides.

Krishna-Vasudev Story Project
History
Krishna was born in the form of Vishnu, and his parents prayed that he would turn into an ordinary
baby so they could hide him from Kansa.
The Lord advised his father to take him to Vrindavan and exchange him with a new-born baby girl.
Then, magically, the guards at the prison fell into a slumber and all the locks and chains opened by
themselves. Vasudev took little Krishna and left for Vrindavan.
When he came across the Yamuna River, it was flooded. As Vasudev still attempted to cross the
river, carrying little Krishna over his head, the waters receded almost mystically, as soon as they
touched Krishna’s toe, allowing him to carry on his journey.

ProjectIn this project we include water level indicator and we attached it to the Krishna’s toe .Whenever
water comes and touches to the Krishna’s toe then it goes down automatically.

Water Sensor

Solar Bhatukali (miniature utensil set)
About Bhatukali game:
Bhatukali is traditional game. It is miniature model of household utensils. Children play using all
these utensils and make ‘Act’ of playing household role performed by elders in the family.
They cook food, serve food to guest, carry out marriage of their dolls etc.

Solar bhatukali Set:
We want to make a game of Solar Bhatukali. All utensile will use solar energy.
The set will have small concentrator made from magnifying glass,
heat retention box to keep meal hot, small box cooker, Fan and
light on small solar panel etc.
By playing this game young children will learn about use of clean
and green energy.

